This rate was over three times the base rate. A criminal environment enhances the predisposition. Fini Schulsinger's previously published adoption study of psychopathy is reprinted in this volume. Starting with a group of adopted psychopaths and a group of adopted controls Schulsinger found psychopathy five times as prevalent among the biological parents of the psychopaths as arnong their adoptive parents. There was little or no psychopathy among the biological and adoptive parents of the controls. All the ~.esearchers writing in this volume are cautio~ls in drawing inferences about the relative influence of environment and heredity in criminalit).. Given the great heterogeneity in crime and criminals they seem wise to accept that environmental factors play a major role in many types of crime. Mednick interprets the evidence to indicate that variations in the environment best account for crime among the lower class whereas genetic factors are linked to crime arnong the middle and upper classes.
The epidemiological facts provided b). the many large-scale Scandinavian studies also provide an interesting new perspective on crime. By comparison with the situation in the United States. poverty and other adverse environmental circumstances have been drastically curtailed in Scandinavia, yet about 9 percent of males receive felon). convictions during their lifetimes. Does this fact represent a limit to what socialism can accomplish in crime reduction'? Perhaps not, but it might encourage a search for environmental variables qualitatively different in character from social class. health, and employment.
Another fact emerging froni a number of the investigations reported here is the association between criminal behavior and schizophrenia. Kirkegaard-Saren\en and Mednick report that rates of criminality are significantly elevated among the offspring of schizophrenic mothers. Similar results are obtained in adoption studies where the schi~ophren-ic mothers had nothing to do with rearing their children. Perhaps the contribution of the schizophrenic mother was genetic.
Overall, this book leaves the reader with the impression that evidence from various sources is slowl). converging on the idea that individual dift'erences among criminals are real and that even eradication of environmental inequities will not make them all go away. Some criminals, perhaps the ver). worst, are very different from the rest of us. These ditferences seem most pronounced in that small group of active recidivists that In his book Bio/ogic,trl Folli1clafiotr.s of L.tr:lgl~cijir (Wile),, 1967) E . H. Lenneberg hypothesired that language learning in humans is constrained to a particular developmental period: if a human is to acquire language, he or she must do so roughly between the age of two and puberty. According to Lenneberg, behavioral evidence for the lower bound of this critical period comes from normal language acquisition, which does not universally begin (inti1 about age two. f-vidence for the upper bound comes primarily froni pathology. Damage to the left side of the brain (the hemisphere dominant for language in most people) before the age of 13 usually will not result in permanent language impairment; damage after that age tends to produce irreversible language losses. Moreover, language acquisition in retardates proceeds at a slow but steady pace until age 13. at which time linguistic progress, regardless of level attained, halts.
The crucial test of the critical-period hypothesis is. of course, whether an individual prevented from learning language during the first 13 years of life can develop language thereafter. For obvious reasons the experimental manipulation that would answer this question has not been carried out. However, tragic circumstances have created Genie. the subject of this book and a test case for the critical-period hypothesis.
Genie was discovered at the age of 13 years, 7 months, after having experienced a childhood of extreme and unusual deprivation and abuse. From the age of 20 months, she had been confined to a small room and allowed no freedom of movement, no perceptual stimulation. and no human companionship. Under these inhumane conditions. it is hardly surprising that Genie did not develop language.
Since the time of her discovery in 1970, attempts have been made to rehabilitate and educate Genie. This book is a description of Genie's first five years after diicovery, foc~lsing on her linguistic progress. Four c h a p t e r dexribing Genie's language abilities make up the bulk of the book. One deals with Genie's phonology, both comprehension and production. Two others focus, respecti~el).. on her comprehension and on her production of syntax. ~norphology. and semantics. 'fhe fourth of this group of chapters compares Genie's linguistic ca-"Genie's drawing of a human figure (121221 71). Note the lack of either trunk (if lines represent arms) or arms (if lines represent trunk), and legs, ears. hair, clothes, and so forth. Contrast this primitive figure with the detail she produced when asked, at an earlier time (1 1/8/71), to draw 'a cat eating.' 'a dog eating.' The animals have a well defined trunk and head, four legs. and other features. The tongue, one eye, and tail are in keeping with a profile ciew, a fairly sophisticated per-
pacities with those of normal children. Most of the linguistic data presented in the book come from comprehension tests developed by the author solel). for the purpose of tapping Genie's linguistic skills and from observations rnade by the author of Genie's speech (detailed notes, videotapes, and audiotapes).
In general, the comprehension and production data in the book, although presented in a somewhat scattered and redundant fashion. will be of much value to researchers in the various fields of language study. Since Genie spoke rarel). even several years after her discovery, an appendix listing all of her utterances would probably have been manageable and would have made the book even more useful as a data source.
Genie's language skills were minimal at the outset. She was able to comprehend a small number of single words. but showed no comprehension of syntax and never spoke. Over the course of the five years reported on here, Genie rnade considerable progress in both comprehension and production. She began producing spontaneous sentences and gave clear evidence of complex comprehension. Her language exhibited syntactic rules; for example, the sentences she produced followed word-order rules such as "po3sessors precede possessed nouns" (for exaniple. "Jones shanipoo." "Curtiss car"). Genie's language also had the important property of recursion-that is. the reconibination of elements in different ways-both in production (she produced verb + coniplement sentences such as "Talk Mania to buy Mixmaster" [I'll tell Mama to buy me a klixrnasterl) and in comprehension (she correctly understood sentences like "'I'he girl who is sitting is looking at the boy"). Thus, Genie's progress suggests that language acquisition can indeed occur beyond the critical period.
It must be noted, however. that Genie's language at the time of writing was far from normal. For exaniple, it had no profornis ("what." "which," "this," and the like), had no movement rules (Genie produced no passive sentences, such as "John was hit by a ball." and no sentences with subject-auxiliary inversion, such as "Are you sleeping'?"). and had no auxiliary structure (for example Genie consistently omitted "have" and "will" in sentences such as "John will have gone home").
Taken together these findings suggest that the original critical-period hypothesis should be rephrased. The q~lestion is no longer whether or not language must be learned during a critical period. but rather which aspects of lang~lage must be learned during the critisal period and which can be acquired beyond it. The data described in Geuir offer a tentative answer to this revised question (tentative because Genie's language may continue to improve and because Genie's general development prior to age 13 was far from normal). It now appears that some properties. such as ordering rules and recursion. can be developed beyond puberty and other properties, such as proforms, movement rules. and auxiliary structures, cannot.
Curtiss attempts to interpret these data in a broader context b). considering Genie's accomplishnients as one aniong several examples of language learning by a "nonlanguage" cortex. To this end, she compares Genie's language with the languages of three other types of language learners: young children during the first stage of language acquisition (Brown's stage I). who are assumed by Curtiss to be learning language before their "language" cortexes are maturationally equipped to do so: chinipanrees "For the first few years after her emergence from isolation, Genie drew only upon request. In the last few years. h o w e~e r , Genie has turned to drawing as a way of dealing with and expressing her tho~lghts, feelings, and fantasies." In 1977. Genie drew the picture s h o u n here. "At first she dreu only the picture of her ~iiother and then labeled it 'T miss Mama.' She then suddenly began to dram more. The molllent she finished she took my hand, placed it next to what she had just drawn, ~iiotioning me to urite, and said 'Baby Genie.' Then she pointed under her drauing and said. 'Mama hand.' T dictated all the letters. Satisfied, she sat back and stared at the picture. There she mas, a baby in her mother's arliis. She had created her o u n reality." [From Genic~ learning American Sign Language, clearly a case of language learning with a nonhuman cortex: and left-heniispherectonii7ed adults who must reacquire language with their right, "nonlanguage" hernispheres. Curtiss claims that these three populations all have the same "gaps" in their languages as are found in Genie'sthat is, the). lack proforms. auxiliaries, and movement rules. She then generalizes from this that these three properties of language are aniong those that cannot be learned b). the "nonlanguage" cortex.
One might immediately object to this line of argument on the grounds that there is no reason to believe that young children begin to learn language with "nonlanguage" cortexes, nor is there reason to believe that a chinip's cortex is comparable to a human's "nonlanguage" cortex. Moreover, its lacks notwithstanding. Genie's language as it develops is much richer than anything yet attributed either to a chimp (in having recursion and word-order rules) or to a stage 1 chlld (in having recursion). Thus comparison of the troughs of Genie's uneven product either with the chimp's primitive product or with the stage I child's immature product seems strained. Furthermore, to attribute the shared lacks to a common source seems at the very least to overstep the data.
Of the three comparisons. only the one with the left-hernispherectomi7ed patients potentially learning language after puberty appears well drawn. Curtiss shows that the similarities between Genie's language and right-hemisphere speech go beyond "gaps." Adults depending on their right hemispheres have been reported to have good vocabulary abilities, better semantic than syntactic abilities, better coniprehension than speech, and difficulties with word-order coniprehension. all attributes Genie exhibited as well. These similarities suggest to Curtiss that Genie might be learning language primarily with her right and not her left hemisphere. The final section of the hook details Genie's neurolinguistic abilities and attempts to confirm this hypothesis. Dichotic listening tests (used to ascertain hemispheric dominance) are described whcse ~.esults suggest that Genie processes words almost exclusively with her right hemisphere.
Additional dichotic listening tests with environmental sounds suggest that Genie relies on her right hemisphere to process nonverbal stimuli as well. Moreover. Genie performed extraordinarily well on tests of cognitive abilities ~lsually considered to tap right-hemisphere skills (for exaniple, tests of gestalt perception. part-whole judgments). In fact. on cer- ( E . L. Newport, H. Gleitman. L. Gleitman, in TulXitlg to CI~ildretz, C . A. Ferguson and C . E . S I I O W . Eds., Cambriclge University Press, 1977 
